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resources in the
church historians office
asla
relating to asia
ROBERT

H

SLOVER 11
II

the

history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
brief but surprisingly well
weil
weli docusaints in asia
asla is relatively brieg
mented the archives of the LDS church historian s office
CHO in sait
salt lake city contain a wealth of materials on
the asia
asla missions but these have rarely been studied and
have never been surveyed or indexed thus they have not
been readily available to the researcher or the public at large
in an effort to satisfy this basic need this pilot survey
of asian
aslan materials in the historian s office is presented here
fail into six general categories first pubfali
the materials fall
lished books and theses mission magazines tracts manuals
and missionary materials second various records kept by
members of the church in each country and by the historian s
office at home third biographical sketches and journals of
church leaders who have been associated with asia
asla fourth
original manuscript material and photographs fifth periodical publications which have included materials on asia
asla sixth
files
statistical glies
published materi
ars
materials
ais
fuousl9ea
mareri
this broad category includes only three theses dealing
with the church in asia on file robert C patch an historical overview of the missionary activities of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints in continental asia 1949
murray nicholes history of the japan mission of the church
R
1904 1957
19011904
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1901
i1I

graduated from brigham young university in zoology and asian studies
mr slover was a former latter day saint missionary in korea
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the missionary activities of the
lanier britsch A history of fhe
day saints in india 1849
church of jesus christ of latter daj
186
1849186
7849186

1964

ali
all asian
in ail
aslan missions there

is now a unified magazine

which is translated into the native languages these include
much material grom
from the standard english publications the
era
aiso
ensign the new efa
bra and the friend the missions also
publish english language missionary magazines which feature
monthly statistics events and progress reports see appendix 55.
weil as their earlier prototypes
copies
coples of these as well
flie in the CHO
are on file
in recent years it has been the policy of the church to
collect copies
ali
all manuals and church publications printed
coples of ail
in native languages some of these in oriental languages are
now being processed but unfortunately most of the older maflie missionary training materials handterials are not on file
books guides and language materials are cataloguer
cataio
catalo
catalogued
gued with
these published materials missions of long
iong standing have
printed lesson plans systems for learning the missionary
lessons grammar books and dialogues

church records these constitute three major comprehen-

11
IL
II

sive categories

the

journal history of the church the pages consist
of daily entries of newspaper clippings mostly xeroxed in
the more recent volumes editorials and pertinent information from the deseret news and the salt lake tribune they
are not limited to items relating directly to the church but
included are the ordinations of church officials the organization and the reorganization of stakes and wards and other
business transacted by the general authorities of the church
throughout the world including asia
1

the

church chronology contains much the same material but omits the newspaper clippings except as they relate
specifically to the church
both of the above journals are extensively indexed the
journal history prior to 1870 is on microfilm while the
later material is in bound volumes the index is kept by subjects and names
the journal history is of considerable value to the
researcher in asian church affairs there is for example in it
2
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a section on the east india mission the earliest missionary
dle period from 1852 to
effort in asia
asla this history covers die
1909 and though it is part of the journal history it is indexed separately

by far the richest resource on the church in asia in the
historian s office is the manuscript history of the church
this is a compilation of mission branch district stake and
ward histories prepared by clerks and recorders in the field
and sent in periodically to salt lake city these records are
kept in either english or the native language until the late
1960s these records were all kept in english since that time
they have been kept in the native languages all records for
any one organized church unit are stored together that is all
the records of the philippine mission are kept in one volume
while the records of any one branch within that mission are
kept in a separate volume mission histories also incorporated into the manuscript history are submitted yearly and
include a record of all mission business missionary transfers
changes in officers etc a record of officers sustained at the
various conferences clippings and pictures these records are
kept by either the mission president or his recorder and they
are signed by the president they are kept on a daily basis
and are often detailed these records tend to report facts
without much concern for analysis impressions or description they tend to center around the activities of the mission
president and his staff and often omit events removed from
the mission home nevertheless they are probably the best
source available for the daily happenings of the mission on
a local level each branch clerk keeps a record for his branch
which he submits on a yearly basis these forms include
changes in officers historical events and occasionally some
description of branch trends and attitudes the quality of
the re
p ort depends of course entirely on the branch clerk
report
who wrote it
3

111
III
ili
lil
lii
ill

journals and biographies
several early leaders and members of the church concerned with asia wrote daily journals which are now on file
at the CHO these journals are listed in appendix 2 several
of the presidents of the church have been personally involved in asian mission history their works prove valuable
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iio
ilo

gor
for a variety of research needs president heber J grants
journal is available as are some of the journals of president

david

0

mckay

the

researcher must obtain permission
before he is allowed to use the journals and no journals of
living persons are made available other notable journals
include
first missionaries
of alma
the iirsr
1I aylor one of
or ine
aima ki
0 taylor
inciucie those
inose or
kima
to japan and first translator of the book of mormon into
japanese matthew mccune one of the leaders of the early
work in india and levi savage early missionary to thailand
then siam
in addition to these complete journals kept by individuals
and donated to the CHO two archives contain a number of
useful and pertinent short biographical sketches they are in
indexed in a separate biographical index
periodicals
these have been available on open shelves near the main
desk there is an index to periodicals up to 1950 the periodicals indexed include
IV

millennial star
evening and morning star

dialogue
contributor

liahona
times and seasons
conference reports

improvement era
messenger and advocate

journal of discourses
salt lake tribune
deseret news
relief society magazine
ensign

young womens journal
new era
childrens friend
the friend
BYU studies

juvenile instructor

entries on asia sometimes appear in unlikely sources for
example the millennial star abounds in material on the early
missions in south and east asia since these missions officially
came under the auspices of the british mission A complete
description and analysis of materials available in these periodicals is badly needed
statistical files
these provide useful data on memberships births deaths
and on immigration to the united states by members of the
church missionaries who have served for the church include
includ
V
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lil
lii

ing setting apart and release dates and terms of labor there
is a partri
flie which gives lineage includes the
archal blessings file
partriarchal
date of the blessing and the name of the patriarch
manuscripts and pictures
111
the most
in
exciting and
many ways
akrc UIC
UICSC are
i11ubl cxliliilg
III
vaiula
vailla
wayl these
aall valuable
ili IIIZLIIY
ulc
alll
materials in the historians office their index includes not
only manuscripts but also extensive collections of photographs
flims the manuscript index file covers some biotapes and films
graphies
grap hies as well as excerpts from conference reports for
example elder gordon B hinkley s name is found in this
index and under his name is a listing of all the reports that
dle various general conferences
die
he has given in the
materials in the manuscript file are listed in appendix 4
random examples of the types of materials found here are
a report by elders ezra taft benson and bruce R mcconkie
on their visit in october 1969 to indonesia with information
on the land and their impressions of the people there all of
president mckay s available papers from 1907 to 1969 on
microfilm
extracts from the journal of matthew mccune
on his life in rangoon and calcutta and a set of letters from
henry mccune from calcutta to president john taylor concerning the unreadiness of the people of that area to accept
the gospel mission papers from some of the asian missions
and letters from some of the mission presidents accounts of
the first temple trips from japan and korea to hawaii and
utah a motion picture of a visit of elder hugh B brown
to korea and president heber J grant s correspondence describing his japanese mission experience in short there are
many primary source materials which invite study and attention photographs are indexed in the manuscript file but the
index on photographs is yet unfinished
VI

APPENDIX 1I PUBLISHED WORKS
1924
JAPAN MISSION 1901
19011924

grant heber J

A japanese journal compiled by gordon A madsen 1970 m2701 97629
nichols murray L history of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints in japan 19011924
1901 1924 brigham young university
1957 m2752 n621n

the

numbers at the end of each entry refer to CHO card catalogue call
numbers
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missionary daily record book

unpaged

AJ m2564

j353m
prom
from plowboy to prophet tokyo 1920 A short history
of the prophet joseph smith for young people res m2702
m889f
matsu jitsu se ito sanyika
San bika tokyo 1905 A hymnal of sixty
sanbika
six numbers compiled by horace ensign and frederick A caine
calne
res m2852 j35
sanyika
leatherbound
San
sanbika
bika tokyo 1915 revised hymnal ieather
leatherbound res
bila
m2852 j35
sanyika
matsu jitsu seito
dika
bika
diba tokyo 1916 revised hymnal
sanbika
selto San
res m2852 aia
ala J
in hawaii 19371948
1937 1948
progress
english and japanese P m2055

CENTRAL PACIFIC MISSION

Hat
hattatsu
haf tatsu the
p9647j
1940
minutes of the oahu
bahu stake hawaiian and japanese missions
general MIA conference aq
pq m25744 oil
1940 the kakaska
kakaaka reporter april 1940 january 1944 A missionary
bulletin of the japan mission in hawaii res m2055 j355a
1945
the spearhead may 1945 march 1946 A missionary bulletin of the japan mission in hawaii res m2055 c397a
1937

JAPAN MISSION 1948
19481955
1955

1950

missionary plan

dialogue in japanese

tokyo 1950 res

q m2564 j357mj
american fashion show tokyo information for investigators
1950
aq m2564 J 357aj
in english and japanese pq
1950 LDS messenger december 1950 may 1957 A missionary
bulletin in japanese res m2055 l362j
morumon Monog
atari the mormon story tokyo booklet
1951
monogatari
in english and japanese P m200 j357 mj
sunday school guide january 1953 november 1960 A sun1953
day school bulletin issued in english and japanese res m2055
n874s
1953
the grapevine august 1953 december 1957 A missionary
bulletin res m2055 j357a
MIA leader september 1953 november 1960 an MIA
1953
bulletin issued in japanese res m2055 n874m
1954 the children sing tokyo 086.9489
0869489
missionary conference reports 1954
1954
19541955
1955 tokyo P m2045
j357m
GENERAL

palmer spencer J the church encounters asia salt lake city
deseret book company 1970 m275 P 176c
palmer spencer J mormonism A message for all nations brigaq m2301 p176m
pl76m
ham young university 1971 pq
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NORTHERN FAR EAST MISSION 1955
1968
19551968

katei

1956

AIJ
alj

to

keno

tokyo A relief society manual m25726

our standard works tokyo sunday school lessons in japan-

1956

ese 086.9486
0869486

growing spiritually tokyo sunday school lessons in japanese
086.9486
0869486
1956 distinguishing beliefs and practices of the japanese sunday
school lessons in japanese 086.948
086948
1956 life of christ tokyo sunday school lessons in japanese
086.9486
0869486
pq m25722
1956 relief society handbook of instructions tokyo aq

1956

n874h

MIA executive manual 1956
1957 also available for 195719561957
aq m25742 e96j
60 tokyo pq
186942
1957 the book of mormon tokyo 186.942
086942
1957 the triple combination tokyo 086.942
seito no michi 1957 A mission magazine in japanese res
1957
1956

m2055 s462j
kaido district newsletter april
hokkaido
1957 northern honshu and Hok
1957 A servicemen s bulletin res m20593 n874
1957 gospel fundamentals for new investigators tokyo english
and japanese res m25736 AIJ
alj
1958

success messenger january 1958

A missionary bulletin res

m2055 n874a

combination reference tokyo A combination reference for
the standard works 086.945
086945
0869489
1958 recreational songs tokyo 086.9489
edited by frances andrus
shojuki missionary cookbook
1958
and carol rae brown P m2564 n874s
atari bible stories for children
1960 yoji muki seisho Monog
monogatari
pq m25736 AIJ
tokyo aq
alj
morumon kyosai
kyokal eno tebiki tokyo an introductory tract
kyokai
1962
P m2564 n874mj
anata ni otstae suru konoba
kotoba tokyo A doctrinal tract P
1962
m230 n874aj
emens
servicemens
1963 the inter islander september 1963 june 1964 A servic
bulletin res m20593 1611
sokka gakai
orton kenneth J dokka
bakai religio
beligio political power in contemporary japan brigham young university 1964 res 299 078s M
testimony
mccune george M testimony
Te
stimon y BYU press 1967 A transcription
testimon
of missionary testimonies and speeches of mission presidents and
general authorities in the northern far east mission from
1963 to 1965
pamphlets in japanese six 086.945
086945
Shi
tosha no kiso Ch
ishiki drama handbook tokyo P
shitosha
shitoshi
chishiki
1958

m25742 n874ej
Kais husha kaku toku no vehiki
kaishusha
tebiki
tehiki teaching the conversion principles
sron
PM 2564 n874tj
tokyo lesson materials pm2564
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woyk
suggested worp
work meeting activities tokyo relief society
materials pfo
afo m2572 n874s
JAPAN MISSION 1948

service messenger september 1968

1968

res m2055 j35a

A missionary bulletin

c561uj
missionary plans japanese tokyo P M 256.1
2561 c56luj
missionary handbook tokyo P m2564 j353mh

1969
1969
1969

babtism lessons teachers handbook tokyo dialogues
after babiism

are in japanese and english includes a new members handbook

P m2465 j353aj
1969

the light

of the sun
of the japanese missions

japan and the saints tokyo A history

m2752 j3531

japan central mission 1968
A missionary bulletin
1968
the rising sun november 1968
res m2055 j353a
1969 to become a golden harvester may 1969 kiniki
biniki missionary
pq m2046 j35t
conference aq

JAPAN OKINAWA MISSION

JAPAN EAST MISSION 1970

1970

pioneer august 1970

A missionary bulletin m2055 j346a

JAPAN WEST MISSION 1970

golden horizons june 1970
A missionary bulletin m2055
j354a
1970 missionary handbook fukuoka P m2564 j354mj

1970

EARLY CHINA MISSIONS

patch robert C an historical overview of the missionary activities of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in continental
tin ental asia brigham young university 1949 m275 p294h
stout wayne D hosea stout utahs pioneer statesman salt lake
city 1953 res m2701 s889s
SOUTHERN FAR EAST MISSION 1955
1968
19551968

1955

jen
fen
ien sheng
s7284pc

1955

sheng

ti
taipei

te
en

mu

ti

tzu

the

purpose of

yung sheng

life
gift

taipei P m233
of

god

P m233 s7284sc
life
wan shih te fu shin restoration of all things
1955
P m2732 s7284wc
yu fu tsung te 1I ca fu obedience and blessings
1955

eternal

taipei
taipei

P m233 s7284yc
1956 southern far east bulletin september 1956 december 1960
A missionary bulletin in english and cantonese to december 1958
then in english only res m2055 s7284ac
1957 southern far east mission proselyting plan compiled by H

grant heaton hong kong res m3564 s7284pc
our guide to eternal life hong kong district
1958

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol12/iss1/9
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conference for kowloon hong kong and the new territories
unenglish
english and cantonese res qm2046 s7284oc
in inenglish

messages hong kong pq
aq m2463 s727w
in memory of keith A madsen taiwan district yearbook
s7284ic
1955 1958 qm2564 s72841c
19551958
mission magazine in
1959 voice of the saints january 1959
1958
1958

ward teaching

english and chinese res m2055 v889c
missionary gospel teachings in cantonese hong kong A
1960
textbook
texbook res m2564 s7284mc
language texbook
1961
gospel dialogue in mandarin taipei prepared by donald C
cutler and thomas nielson res m2564 s7284gc
conversational chinese for missionary use taipei prepared
1961
pq m2564 s7284sc
by donald C cutler and thomas nielson aq
southern far east mission and you hong kong P m275125
1961
s7284
1963
gospel study plan hong kong res qm2564 s7284go
missionary language plan in cantonese hong kong prepared
1963
by ermel jmorton
orton res m2564 s7284mic
J morton
rmorton
JM
1963
missionary plan in mandarin hong kong prepared by ermel
s7284mic
J morton res m2564 s7284mlc
1963 fu nu hui huo tung chiao tsai relief society activities
material res m25726 AIC
alc
cantonese romanization glossary of the six discussions hong
1964
kong pfo
afo m2564 s7284misc
1964 hsieh geen hui fun songs hong kong MIA fun songs for
pq m25742 s7284h
the chinese in english aq
pq m2564 s7284a
1965
after baptism lessons hong kong aq
shou hsi 1II1 hon ko chen after baptism lessons canton1965
aq m2564 s7284ac
ese hong kong pq
sheng huo life hong kong P m233 s7284shc
1965
chuan tao hua 1I ko chen A unified system for teaching
1967
inu
tors P m2561 c561uc
investigators
tig jors
c56luc
mu tao
ao pan ko cheng hong kong an investigator class
1967

lu

manual res AIC
alc

hsieh geen hui chen zen ben ko chen MIA lessons for
alg
AIC
special interest class taipei res m25746 aig
a1c
abc
1967
chin wen chung te ling hsiu scripture lessons in leadaig
alg
ership teachers manual hong kong res m25736 AIC
hong kong
1968 hsieh geen hui yeu sea MIA game book
P m25742 s7284mhc
1968
chin gin tsi chu chia the primary family home hong
aq m2575 f198c
kong pq
1967

HONG KONG

1969

TAIWAN MISSION 1968
1970
19681970

Orien tor
orientor
the orienter

m2055 s7284a

december 1969

senior companions handbook
s7284sc
1969 junior companions handbook
s7284
s7284j
1969
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group leuders
leaders handbook vietnam zone hong kong P
m256 s7284gl
1969 chin wen tung te ling hsio ko cheng scripture lespq m25736
sons in leadership students manual hong kong aq
1969

a1c
abc

1970

Fellow
project concern hong kong fellowshipping
ft1lowshipping
shipping materials pq
fq
fa
11772p
m2465 h772p

KOREA
MISSION 1962
r JKEA MISSION
IYOZ

seoul
songdodului kyungyungran
saints stewardship
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints written
by paul A weelington P m2916 w447sk
1963
the white field january 1963 seoul A missionary bulletin res m2055 k84a
chimnae padan hanun
1963
hunun muosul
after baptism what
seoul A missionary tract originally written by mark E peterson
P m200 p 4842ak
seoul
1965
congdo
songdo wi hot the saints friend february 1965
mission magazine res m2055 s985k
1967 palmer spencer J korea and christianity the problems of
hollym press
identification with tradition seoul hollam
seoul
1968 sang ho pujo hwe relief society magazine 1968
pfo m2522 k84sk
A locally published relief society magazine afo
pokum toron new gospel discussions
seroun bokum
seoul an
1968
approach to learning the discussions written by robert H slover
11
II
il m2561 c56luk
c561uk
kachoo munpop foundation grammar
seoul A mis1968 kichoo
sionary language training book written by robert H slover 11
II
1960

res m2564 k843sk

EARLY INDIA MISSIONS

britsch R lanier A history of the missionary activities of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints in india 18491856
1849 1856
brigham young university 1964 res m2754 b862h
mccune george M matthew mccune soldier doctor missionary
saint brigham young university 1968 pfo
afo m2701 m175m
ml 75m
young susa amelia gates A memorial to elizabeth claridge mccune salt lake city 1924 m27007 ml59g
m159g or res m270 29d

philippines
call lowell

MISSION 1967
E latter day servicemen in the philippines

historical
studies of activities leading to the establishment of the church
brigham young university 1955 res m27914 c156c
1968
A missionary bulletin res
Bayanihan january 1968
the bayanihan
m2025 p552a
1968 fellowship manila P m2465 p552f

SOUTHEAST ASIA MISSION

1970

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol12/iss1/9
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II JOURNALS
APPENDIX 11
catalogue number
date

name

featherstone joseph

grant heber J
ivie lloyd 0
ludington elam
mccune matthew
richards joseph
savage levi
lev

stout hosea

taylor alma

note

0

1901
1903
19011903
1909
1911
19091911
191071914
1914
iglo
19101914
1910

1862
1864
18621864
1881
1876
18761881
1858
1885
18581885
1844 1846
18441846
1848 1869
18481869
1901
1922
19011922

633
783

539
195 film 154

film 108

call
cali1 numbers these must
several of the journals do not have cail
cal
cai
be requested by name

APPENDIX 111
III
lil
lii
name

date of sketch

anderson dwayne
andrus paul C
bills walter

carr gail

biographies

E

clissold edward L

hardy brent
horiuchi russell N
komatsu adney Y
okazaki cheko N
okazaki edward Y
robertson hilton A
rose paul S
slover robert H
smith dewitt C
stimpson joseph H
watanabe kan

1942
1956
1969
1970
1952
1968
1960
1970
1968
1968
1968
1967
1968
1970
1933
1970

APPENDIX IV
aki henry

number
file
flie
filenumber
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms

b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

2 7 18
3 2 2

24
16
20
16
30

6

2

2 19

10
13 20
12 12
31 11 3
10
io 14 11
11111521
5 21
18 13 5
15 7 21
17 1 14
30 13 17
17 9 2
30 13 22
5

ii

manuscripts

general conference address gi
ven october
given

5

1951

taped t625
benson ezra taft and bruce R mcconkie report on a visit to
indonesia october 1969 Ms d 680
bills walter letter from tokyo to george mccune in salt lake
city explaining how the japanese saints financed their excursion
to general conference and the salt lake temple december 11
1970 Ms d 1085
gordon
ordon B hinkley motion picture of a
brown hugh B and G
visit to korea 1967 15 minutes 500 feet Ms nf 289
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clissold edward L address given in general conference april 4
1959 taped f 749
grant heber J letter books especially numbers 2326
23 26 Ms f 277
55
155
grant heber J letters to president grant 19011902
1901 1902 while he was
in japan name file LC leg
hong byung sik account of the first temple trip of korean members to the hawaiian temple august 1970 msd
bsd 969
lewis james life history including an account of a mission to
china on microfilm no date Ms f 180
mccune henry F letters to john taylor and others from calcutta
regarding the unreadiness of that people to accept the gospel
1

no date

Ms d 882

mccune matthew

day book life in rangoon and calcutta

as

extracted from his journal Ms d 1095 1
1907 1967 on film Ms f 287
mckay david 0 papers 19071967
robertson hilton A general conference address april 4 1947
on tape t 544
robertson hilton A general conference address april 4 1953
on tape t 654
price harrison ted papers 19511958
1951 1958 including letters incidents
II and an account by matthew
in japan and during world war 11
cowley on the building of temples in japan Ms d 515
stimpson joseph H record books 19081912
1908 1912 with a statistical
record of president stimpson s mission Ms d 1060 12
13
1213
Ms d 1060
stimpson joseph H journals 1911
1921 xeroxed
19111921
1111
ili
iii11

taylor alma

0

journal 1901
1922 on film Ms f 108
19011922
southern far east mission papers no date on film

Ms

f 186
chaplains in korea episodes showing the activities and
services of chaplains in korea 19501953
1950 1953 on tape 15 minutes
Ms t 2189

APPENDIX V MAGAZINES
current missionary Maga
zinis in asia in english
magazines
the orienter hong kong
the pearl singapore
the white field seoul
the service messenger tokyo
Bayanihan manila
Sap poro
Kaita kusha sapporo
the bayanihan
the pioneer kaitakusha
the rising sun kobe
the taiwan missionary taipei
golden horizons osaka
oriental language titles of unified magazine
chih
rhib sheng
chinese sheng fu
congdo wi bot
korean songdo
fuchih
tu
japanese seito no michi

the

philippines and southeast asia missions use english language
publications of the church
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